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Abstract—This paper presents a possibly pioneering endeavor
to tackle the Microaggregation Techniques (MATs) in secure
statistical databases by resorting to the principles of associative
neural networks (NNs). The prior art has improved the available
solutions to the MAT by incorporating proximity information, and
this approach is done by recursively reducing the size of the data
set by excluding points that are farthest from the centroid and
points that are closest to these farthest points. Thus, although the
method is extremely effective, arguably, it uses only the proximity
information while ignoring the mutual interaction between the
records. In this paper, we argue that interrecord relationships
can be quantified in terms of the following two entities: 1) their
“association” and 2) their “interaction.” This case means that
records that are not necessarily close to each other may still be
“grouped,” because their mutual interaction, which is quantified
by invoking transitive-closure-like operations on the latter entity,
could be significant, as suggested by the theoretically sound prin-
ciples of NNs. By repeatedly invoking the interrecord associations
and interactions, the records are grouped into sizes of cardinality
“k,” where k is the security parameter in the algorithm. Our
experimental results, which are done on artificial data and bench-
mark real-life data sets, demonstrate that the newly proposed
method is superior to the state of the art not only based on the
Information Loss (IL) perspective but also when it concerns a
criterion that involves a combination of the IL and the Disclosure
Risk (DR).

Index Terms—Information loss (IL), interaction between micro-
units, interrecord association, microaggregation technique (MAT),
secure statistical databases.

I. INTRODUCTION

MUCH attention has recently been dedicated to the prob-
lem of maintaining the confidentiality of statistical data-

bases through the application of statistical tools to limit the
identification of information on individuals and enterprises.
Statistical Disclosure Control (SDC) seeks to balance the con-
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fidentiality and the data utility criteria. For example, federal
agencies and their contractors who release statistical tables or
microdata files are often required by the law or by established
policies to protect the confidentiality of released information.
However, this restriction should not affect public policy de-
cisions, which are made by accessing only nonconfidential
summary statistics [2], [43]. SDC can be applied to information
in several formats, e.g., tables, responses to dynamic database
queries, and microdata [8], [13], [15], [19], [22], [35], [37],
[38], [42], [52], [63]. The protection that SDC provided results
from either generating a set of synthetic data from a model that
was fitted to the real data or modifying the original data in a
special way [8], [14], [30], [63], [64].

Microaggregation is one of the most recent techniques that
has been used to mask microindividuals in terms of protecting
them against reidentification in secure statistical databases [6],
[13], [24], [40], [49], [55]. Moreover, it is modeled as a cluster-
ing mechanism with group-size constraints, where the primitive
goal is to group a set of records into clusters with, at least, size
k based on a proximity measure that involves the variables of
interest [10], [20], [29], [39], [44], [55], [60].

The Microaggregation Problem (MAP), as formulated in
[10], [24], [39], [44], [49], can be stated as follows. A micro-
data set U = {U1, U2, . . . , Un} is specified in terms of the n
“microrecords,” i.e., U ′

is, with each representing a data vec-
tor whose components are d continuous variables. Each data
vector can be viewed as Ui = [ui1, ui2, . . . , uid]T , where uij

specifies the value of the jth variable in the ith data vector.
Microaggregation involves partitioning the n data vectors into
m mutually exclusive and exhaustive groups to obtain a k-
partition Pk = {Gi|1 ≤ i ≤ m} such that each group Gi of size
ni contains either k data vectors (a fixed-size case) or between
k and 2k − 1 data vectors (a data-oriented case).

The optimal k-partition P
∗
k is defined to be the one that min-

imizes the within-group dissimilarity that is given by the sum-
of-squares error, i.e., SSE =

∑m
i=1

∑ni

j=1(Xij − X̄i)T (Xij −
X̄i). This quantity is computed based on the Euclidean distance
of each data vector Xij to the centroid X̄i of the group to which
it belongs. The Information Loss (IL) is measured as IL =
SSE/SST (and is sometimes specified as a percentage), where
SST is the squared error that would result if all records were
included in a single group and is given as SST =

∑n
i=1(Xi −

X̄)T (Xi − X̄), where X̄ = (1/n)
∑n

i=1 Xi.
As mentioned in the literature, this problem, in its multi-

variate setting, is known to be NP-hard [53] and has been
tackled using different approaches, e.g., hierarchical clustering
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[24], [48], [49], genetic algorithms [24], [48], [49], [59], graph
theory [39], [44], fuzzy clustering [31], [61], and machine
learning [34]. All the heuristic Microaggregation Techniques
(MATs) seek to minimize the value of the IL. However, mini-
mizing the loss in the data utility is an important issue, which is
difficult to enforce, primarily because this strategy was intended
to enhance the security in an SDC technique. Apart from the
IL, in this paper, we contend that the loss of confidentiality
as a result of disseminating the published microaggregated file
must also be analyzed. This case is true, because the so-called
Disclosure Risk (DR) depends not only on the data but also
on the intruder who knows something about the population.1

Indeed, the definition of optimality for an SDC is defined in
the literature as being equivalent to offering the best tradeoff
between the IL and DR [12], [50], as advocated in recent studies
[27], [32]. Therefore, any DR assessment must evaluate the risk
of providing additional information that can assist in linking
a masked record with the corresponding record in the original
data set. Although the formalization of the DR will be done
later in this paper, at this juncture, we mention that we intend to
present a scheme that addresses both the IL and the DR criteria.

As argued by most researchers, maintaining a happy medium
between the IL and DR is not trivial. Indeed, even the question
of how such a compromise can be attained has not been fully
investigated. In this paper, we shall argue that a good MAT
can minimize the IL and yet attain a suitable value for a well-
defined composite measure. One such measure, which we refer
to as the Scoring Index (SI), is a linear combination of the
functions of the IL and DR. Our aim is to find a good strategy
for optimizing the SI.

In general, minimizing the IL directly follows maximizing
the similarity between records in each group. The state-of-
art MATs depend on utilizing the “Euclidean” distance, which
serves as the criterion that plays a central role in estimating the
similarity between the records. However, this distance function
does not completely capture the appropriate notion of similarity
for any data set. Our position is that the notion of similarity
should be measured using a metric that also unravels the rela-
tionship between the interrecords. We believe that this approach
can be quantified in terms of two quantities: 1) the mutual “as-
sociation” between the individual records and 2) their mutual
“interaction.” We propose to measure these quantities using As-
sociation Similarity Rules (ASRs), which are well-known data
mining techniques for discovering the relationships between
patterns in different application domains [3]–[5], [36], [46],
[56]. In this context, we mention that the concepts of associ-
ation and interaction are derived from the Associative Cluster
Neural Network (ACNN), which estimates the similarity be-
tween neurons by building a dynamic model that was evaluated
through the interaction between the neurons inside each group
and the interaction among the groups themselves. The main
contribution of this paper is to integrate the basic concepts of
ASRs with MATs to devise a new strategy for estimating the
similarity. This new method demonstrates that the IL can be re-
duced by taking two measurements into consideration. First, we

1Note that the DR in an MAT is solely determined by the minimum-group-
size parameter k, i.e., by ensuring k-anonymity [21], [32].

consider the mutual association between the records. Second
and more importantly, we consider the mutual interaction be-
tween the records by using a transitive-closure-like operation
when k ≥ 3. This approach, in turn, is achieved by invoking our
newly proposed Interactive–Associative Micro-Aggregation
Technique (IAMAT). Indeed, the proposed scheme, i.e.,
IAMAT, is a variation of Maximum Distance to Average Vector
(MDAV), which uses association and interaction, instead of the
Euclidean distance, as measures to aggregate the records into
groups. The effect of these considerations is shown to minimize
the IL by up to 13% compared to the state of the art. In addition,
IAMAT yields the best reported values for the aforementioned
index, i.e., the SI. We argue that the applicability of the new
strategy in estimating the similarity provides a promising strat-
egy to effectively protect sensitive data in the microdata file
based not only on minimizing the value of the IL but also on
offering the best tradeoff between the IL and the DR.

II. BACKGROUND

As mentioned in Section I, MAP has been tackled using
different techniques. Basically, a MAT relies on a clustering
technique and an aggregation technique. MATs were originally
used for numerical data [10], [60], and they can further be
classified as being univariate versus multivariate [16]–[18],
[24], [25], [32], [34], [44], [47]–[49], fixed size versus data
oriented [13], [24], [25], [45], [47]–[49], [55], [58], and optimal
versus heuristic [18], [39], [53]. Unfortunately, computing the
optimal MAP for multivariate microaggregation is an NP-hard
problem [53]. Therefore, researchers seek heuristic MATs that
provide a good solution that is close to the optimal.

The first algorithm that accomplishes microaggregation with-
out projecting the multivariate data onto a single axis was
proposed in 2002 by Domingo–Ferrer et.al. [24] and is known
as MDAV. It microaggregates the multivariate microdata file
based on the concept of the diameter distance of the data set.
In 2005, an enhanced version of MDAV appeared in [32] and
was implemented as a built-in technique in the μ-ARGUS
software tool version 4.0 [41]. The modification is based on
utilizing the centroid concept (instead of the diameter) in the
microaggregation. The process is briefly explained as follows.
First, the algorithm computes the centroid of the data. Then, a
quick search for the most distant record from the centroid, e.g.,
Xr, is done. Subsequently, a new search for the most distant
record from the record Xr, e.g., Xs, is accomplished. The next
step consists of creating two clusters. The first cluster comprises
Xr and its k − 1 nearest records, whereas the second one
comprises Xs with its nearest k − 1 records. At the end of this
stage, the two clusters are microaggregated and removed from
the original data set. The latter steps are iteratively repeated
until there no longer are records in the original data set. The ad-
vantages of this new modified version of the MDAV are given as
follows: 1) an increase in the speed of the microaggregation and
2) reduction in the IL. More recently, the V − MDAV scheme
has been proposed to obtain a data-oriented microaggregation
solution that provides variable-sized groups and, thus, a higher
within-group homogeneity while maintaining an equivalent
computational cost [58].
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The underlying philosophy that we will use to develop our
new scheme relates to the ACNN, which was proposed [66]
as a recurrent neural network (NN) model that dynamically
evaluates the association of any pair of patterns through the
interaction between them and the group of patterns. ACNN
possesses several attractive features, e.g., a simple structure,
the respective learning mechanism, and an efficient clustering
strategy, which uses the association as a new similarity mea-
sure. Its superiority in clustering and analyzing gene expression
data has also been demonstrated [67]. The rationale behind
this superiority probably lies in the inherent advantages of
ASRs, which possess the potential to ensure that the similarities
between patterns within the same cluster increase, whereas the
similarities between different clusters decrease.

ACNN initializes the association between any two neurons
by evaluating the relationship between them and by setting
the learning ratio α to the most suitable value. The learning
ratio should guarantee that the initial association is large when
the distance (i.e., proximity in the feature space) between the
patterns is small. ACNN studies the interaction level of each
pair of patterns based on the association that the other patterns
made and defines the similarity threshold, which ensures a
robust performance. The association value between any two
patterns has to be updated based on the result of the interaction
level, and this is, in turn, scaled by using the well-known
sigmoid function. This procedure has to iteratively be executed
until there is no noticeable change in the successive associa-
tions. Subsequently, ACNN constructs the cluster characteristic
matrix to describe the cluster property at the end of the learning
phase, after which it determines the number of clusters and
labels the patterns with their cluster indices.2

III. IAMAT

The state-of-the-art MATs use a proximity function, in par-
ticular the Euclidean distance, to measure the similarity be-
tween records. To the best of our knowledge, the combination of
the association and the interaction between individual records
has not been taken into consideration while microaggregating
the data file. We now discuss how these two criteria are applica-
ble to microaggregating the data file to further minimize the IL.

At the outset, we assert that, although the basic ACNN dy-
namically evaluates the association and the interaction between
the patterns, it is not directly applicable to the MAP in its basic
form due to the following four reasons.

1) Unlike the neural setting, in which the weights of the
neurons are updated based on the relative relationship
between them, it is meaningless to have negative weights
for the MAP.

2) To effectively model the switching and clipping effects
in complex NN domains, researchers introduced func-
tions, e.g., the sigmoidal function, for transforming the
input space by using highly nonlinear mappings. It is

2As recommended, the details of ACNN are not included here. We refer the
interested reader to [66] for a complete explanation of this clustering strategy.
Additional details of these concepts with regard to the MAP are also found in
the Ph.D. dissertation of the second author [33], which can be made available
to interested readers.

our position that such switching and clipping effects
are not pertinent to the study of the MAP, because the
associations and the interactions between the records are
related to their relative proximity, and we have no reason
to believe that these quantities abruptly fall off or change.

3) The basic ACNN computes the interaction between the
neurons by using the two-step product that involves aip

and apj . Unlike in ACNN, in our solution, we do not
compute the sum of all the interactions between the nodes
but rather need the one that maximally interacts with the
nodes that are already in the same cluster, e.g., Xi and
Xj . Thus, as explained in [33], we advocate the use of
semiring transitive closure properties similar to a matrix
multiplication scheme that is central in determining the
multistep Markov matrix for a Markov chain.

4) The final difference between our scheme and ACNN is
the fact that we have resorted to a one-shot “training”
mechanism,3 which is atypical for most NNs but was
used in [1]. Details of this mechanism are also found in
[33] and were omitted here for brevity.

Based on the aforementioned principles, we now present the
design of our newly proposed IAMAT scheme.

A. Design of IAMAT

We propose that IAMAT aims at microaggregating the
records in the data set by using a new methodology for evaluat-
ing the similarity between them. This similarity is intuitively
expressed by their interrecord relationships and is estimated
by measuring their “association” and “interaction” as modeled
in ACNN. The resulting measurements are similar to the ones
that cluster the records based on the distance between them.
Consequently, instead of merely assigning relatively “close”
records to be in the same group, we choose to “estimate” the
association and the interaction between them and decide that,
if the combination of these indices is relatively high, we assign
them to be in the same group. Otherwise, we determine that
they should be in two different groups. We believe that using
this pair of measurements will help us achieve a more robust
performance than other existing measures, which is a claim that
we have verified and is described as follows.

IAMAT is a consequence of incorporating the aforemen-
tioned considerations into the elegant MDAV strategy. Consider
IAMAT for any specific value of k. IAMAT uses the centroid of
the data set to relatively determine the farthest record, e.g., Xr.
Subsequently, we achieve a quick search to obtain the record
that is most associated to Xr, e.g., Xs. Then, we propose to
choose k − 2 records based on the mutual interaction between
each record inside the group and the remaining unassigned
records. Consequently, the next step consists of creating a clus-
ter with the associated pair 〈Xr,Xs〉 and the most interactive

3Informally speaking, the associations are computed based on the relative
proximities of records, and the interactions are computed based on the latter.
Due to this approach, the iterations to recompute the associations only serve to
refine the values that were computed in the first iteration. We are interested only
in determining whether two patterns are in the same group; thus, we only need
a rough estimate of the interactions and associations, and thus, further iterative
refinement is unnecessary.
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k − 2 records. At the end of this stage, the cluster is microag-
gregated and removed from the original data set. The afore-
mentioned steps are iteratively repeated until there no longer
are k − 1 records that remain in the original data set. IAMAT
terminates by assigning the remaining unassigned records to
the last group. The scheme is algorithmically described in
Algorithm 1, after which each step is explained in greater
detail.

Algorithm 1: IAMAT
Input: The original microdata file D, which contains n

unassigned records, and the parameter k.
Output: The microaggregated microdata file D′.
Method:

1: Compute the centroid of D as μ = (1/n)
∑n

i=1 Xi.
2: Compute the scaling factor α as related to the mean

square distance as α =
√

n/(1/n)(
∑n

i=1 ‖Xi − μ‖2).
3: Compute the association values between μ and each

record Xi in D as aμi = e−(‖Xi−μ‖2/α).
4: Initialize the number of groups to zero.
5: while there are more than (k − 1) unassigned records in

D, do
6: Increment the number of groups by unity.
7: Initialize the number of records inside the group to

zero.
8: Select the least associated unassigned record Xr to the

centroid μ as follows: Xr = Min aμi.
9: Mark Xr as an assigned record.

10: Compute the association values between Xr and each
unassigned record Xi in D.

11: Select the most associated unassigned record Xs to Xr

as follows: Xs = Max ari.
12: Mark Xs as an assigned record.
13: Compute the association values between Xs and each

unassigned record Xi in D.
14: Add Xr and Xs to the group and increment the number

of records inside the group by two units.
15: while the number of records inside the group is less

than k, do
16: for all unassigned records Xp in D do
17: Initialize the interaction of Xp, ηp, to 1.
18: for all assigned records inside the group Xi, do
19: Update the value of interaction as follows: ηp =

ηp ∗ aip.
20: end for
21: end for
22: Let X∗ be the record with the highest value for ηp.
23: Mark X∗ as an assigned record.
24: Add X∗ into this group and increment the number of

records inside the group by unity.
25: Compute the association values between the most

interactive record X∗ and each unassigned record Xi

in D.
26: end while
27: Remove the present cluster from the set D.
28: end while
29: Assign the remaining unassigned records to the last group.
30: Build the microaggregated data file D′.

31: return D′.
32: End Algorithm: IAMAT

Unlike MDAV, instead of measuring the distance between the
records, IAMAT utilizes the association as per ACNN. ACNN
classifies the records as being associated if the value of the
association index aij is positive. Otherwise, the neurons will be
classified as being unrelated, leading to its “rejection.” Clearly,
rejecting records will not comply with the spirit and goal of
the MAP, whose aim is to minimize the IL. We believe that an
association between any pair of records exists, regardless of its
value, which can be very small when it is close to zero or is very
large when it is close to unity. Therefore, IAMAT quantifies the
value of the association between two records, e.g., Xi and Xj ,
to belong to the interval [0, 1], which is computed as follows:

aij = aji = r(Xi,Xj) = e−
‖Xi−Xj‖2

α (1)

where r() is the identical function that was used in the definition
of ACNN, which evaluates the relationship between any two
records and also involves α. As mentioned, the value of α
is assigned to guarantee that the initial association is large
when the distance between Xi and Xj is small, and vice versa.
Typically, it is given by

α =
√

n

1
n

(∑n
i=1

∥∥Xi − 1
n (

∑n
i=1 Xi)

∥∥2
) . (2)

The rationale for incorporating the association with the in-
teraction between the records inside a group is that it leads to
more homogeneous groups. The concept of interaction turns
out to be crucial in forming the cluster, because we believe
that merely being close to the farthest records is not a reason
that is sufficiently important for any record to be grouped
with the most distant one. Rather, we propose that the in-
teraction with respect to all the records inside the group has
to be taken into consideration while clustering the records.
As aforementioned, the latter entity is computed by invoking
transitive-closure-like operations. Finding the most interactive
record with the associated pair is achieved by searching for the
maximum product of the association between the unassigned
records Xp and each record in the associated pair 〈Xi,Xj〉 as
follows:

ηij =
{

aip(t − 1) × apj(t − 1), p 
= i, j i 
= j
0, i = j.

(3)

The aforementioned equation is valid when k = 3. By in-
creasing the value of k, transitive closure is applied by adding
one unassigned record at a time. The decision of grouping the
unassigned record with other records in the group depends on
the interaction of that record with respect to other records inside
the group. Logically, the most interactive unassigned record has
been chosen as follows:

Index Maximum1≤p≤n ηp (4)
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where

ηp =
nj∏
i=1

aip (5)

where Xi represents the record inside the group Gj of size nj ,
and Xp is the unassigned record.

The IAMAT and MDAV methods essentially have the same
control structures; thus, once the association and interaction of
the records have been computed (which can be done “offline”),
both of them will have the same asymptotic time and memory
requirements. We now, however, report the experimental results
that were obtained by running the two algorithms on simulated
and real data sets.

IV. COMPARING THE MDAV AND IAMAT METHODS

A. Data Sets

IAMAT has extensively been tested, and the results that
were obtained seem to be very good, where the “goodness”
of a scheme refers to the combination of its being efficiently
computed, and its capability of offering a good trade-off be-
tween the IL and the DR. We have tested it using the two real-
life benchmark reference data sets that were used in previous
studies and in two simulated data sets that were obtained using
Matlab’s built-in functions. These sets are given as follows:

• Tarragona data set, which contains 834 records with 13
variables [24];

• Census data set, which contains 1080 records with 13
variables [28];

• Uniform distribution (min = 0;max = 40 000), which
contains 10 000 16-dimensional records;

• Normal distribution (μ = 500;σ = 150), which contains
6000 records and 16 dimensions.

Note that the simulated data sets have been generated based
on a method that is analogous to the method for proving
the real-life sets, i.e., by selecting key variables and records
[52]. The resulting simulated data sets had the following two
properties that are crucial to our experiments.

1) Key variables are necessary to estimate the DR using the
Record-Linkage Disclosure (RLD) technique. Therefore,
the selection criterion of the key variables was based on
choosing the minimum number of repetitions of values in
each variable. In particular, three key variables were cho-
sen for the uniform data sets, whereas five key variables
were chosen for the normal data set.

2) The number of records in each data set was based on the
number of key variables. In general, the size of the simu-
lated data would be limited inasmuch as one would not
expect repeated values for continuous variables. How-
ever, there were repetitions in the data set. After the repe-
titions were deleted, our selection of 4800 records in the
uniform data set and 1560 in the normal data set resulted,
because this value was the cardinality of the set that corre-
sponds to the largest integer, which is a multiple of 3, 4, 5,
and 6. Thus, for comparison, the MAT could be invoked
with a minimum group size of either k= 3, 4, 5, or 6.

To further investigate the performance of the new scheme,
several experiments were conducted using various simulated
data sets, that involve independent vectors with dimensions that
range from 10 to 80 and sets of cardinality that range from
10 000 to 100 000, which were generated using Matlab’s built-
in-functions for the following two types of distribution: 1) uni-
form (min= 0;max= 1000) and 2) normal (μ= 0;σ= 0.05).

B. Comparing the MDAV and IAMAT Methods

Quantifying the quality of MATs is based on two criteria, i.e.,
the IL and the DR, both of which have been explained in [28]
and [65]. In this paper, we have also considered how we can
compare MATs using a composite measure that involves both
the IL and the DR.

1) IL: As mentioned in [9], [26], [51], [52], and [57], several
measures for quantifying the IL have been proposed. Five
of these measures4 will be used in this paper to construct a
comparative benchmark. This will be done by assuming that
the original and masked microdata sets are specified in terms
of the n-ordered individuals, e.g., X = {X1,X2, . . . , Xn} and
X ′ = {X ′

1,X
′
2, . . . , X

′
n}, respectively. Observe that each Xi

is an instantiation of the random vector (of dimension d)
X , whose mean is X̄ , and each X ′

i is an instantiation of
the random variable X ′, whose mean is X̄ ′. Thus, each data
vector in the original and masked data sets can be represented
as Xi = [xi1, xi2, . . . , xid]T and X ′

i = [x′
i1, x

′
i2, . . . , x

′
id]

T , re-
spectively, where both xij and x′

ij are the values that are
associated with the jth variable. Thus, we symbolically use the
following notation.
X and X ′ Original and masked data sets, respectively.
X̄ and X̄ ′ Mean vectors of X and X ′, respectively, which

are computed as X̄ = (1/n)
∑n

i=1 Xi and X̄ ′ =
(1/n)

∑n
i=1 X ′

i.
V and V′ Covariance matrices of X and X ′, respec-

tively; thus, V = E[(X − X̄)(X − X̄)T ], and
V′ = E[(X ′ − X̄ ′)(X ′ − X̄ ′)T ].

S and S ′ Vectors that represent the variance of the compo-
nents of X and X ′, respectively, and are given as
S = Diag[V] and S ′ = Diag[V′].

R and R′ Correlation matrices of X and X ′, respectively; if
Γ is the diagonal matrix with the standard deviation
of the variables along the main diagonal (and with
zeros elsewhere), then R = Γ−1VΓ−1, and R′ =
Γ′−1V′Γ′−1.

To quantify the difference or the “discrepancy” between
two matrices, in this paper, we use the mean variation5 for
data structures, means, variances, and covariances, whereas the
mean absolute error is used to measure the data correlation
difference, as shown in Table I. This leads to five distinct
metrics, i.e., M1–M5, whose significance and explicit forms

4The rationale for these measures and the measures for quantifying the
DR was better explained in [33], which can be made available to interested
readers.

5The following rule is applied to all the mean variation formulas: if xij = 0
and x′

ij �= 0, then we divide the difference by |x′
ij |, and if xij = x′

ij = 0, the
term is not added to the sum.
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TABLE I
IL MEASURES

are tabulated in Table I. Finally, the overall IL, GIL is defined as
follows:

GIL = 100 ∗ M1 + M2 + M3 + M4 + M5
5

. (6)

2) DR: The effect of applying different MATs is not, in
practice, limited to the IL. Rather, we need to evaluate the risk
that the values of original records can accurately be estimated
from the published masked records [7], [51], [63]. The first kind
of risk is evaluated through the RLD technique [11], [23], [26],
[28], and the second kind is evaluated through the confidential
Interval Disclosure (ID) technique6 [11], [23], [26]. The overall
global DR, GDR is defined as the average of the DR as
computed by both aforementioned strategies and has the form

GDR =
RLD + ID

2
. (7)

3) Overall SI: As we know, the indices of the IL and the DR
reflect completely different aspects of a MAT. As argued earlier,
we feel that a fairer index would be one that simultaneously
considers both of them. In this context, we define the SI to be
a linear combination (with x = 0.5) of the indices, which was
obtained for the IL and the DR as

SI = xGIL + (1 − x)GDR. (8)

C. Results

For a given value of the security parameter k, which rep-
resents the minimum number of records per group, we com-
pared the percentage value of IL = (SSE/SST) (as defined in
Section I) that results from the IAMAT and MDAV strategies.
Note that MDAV was implemented based on the centroid
concept and not on a diameter concept.7 All the programs
were written in the C++ language, and the tests were per-
formed on a 1.73-GHz Intel(R) Pentium (R)M processor with
512-MB RAM.

Table II shows the improvement of the solution that was
obtained using IAMAT compared to MDAV on the multivariate

6The details and relevance of these risks are not included here. They are
well described in the literature, and additional details of their computation and
relevance to the MAP are also found in [33].

7We did not program the MDAV scheme. We are extremely thankful to
Dr. F. Sebé for giving us his source code.

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THE PERCENTAGE OF THE IL AND THE COMPUTATIONAL

TIME BETWEEN MDAV AND IAMAT ON THE REAL-LIFE DATA SETS

(TARRAGONA AND CENSUS) AND THE SIMULATED DATA SETS (UNIFORM

AND NORMAL DISTRIBUTIONS) FOR MULTIVARIATE METHODS

real data sets, where all the 13 variables were simultaneously
used during the microaggregation process. We attained a re-
duction in the value of the IL of up to 8% on the Tarragona
data set and 5.12% on the Census data set when the group
size was equal to 3. However, in the case of the simulated data
sets, the improvement in IL reached up to 14.47% when k = 5
in the uniform data set, and it was as high as 12.58% when
k = 5 in the normal data set. Thus, it is evident that the impact
of the group size on the solution is minimized by increasing
the number of records per group. To be fair, the computational
time for executing IAMAT is almost double the computational
time for MDAV, although in every case, the time was marginal,
i.e., less than 0.5 s. In terms of comparison, we believe that
minimizing the loss in the data utility is more important than
minimizing the extremely small computational time, particu-
larly because microaggregation is usually performed offline.
However, the question of how the decrease in IL is related to
the increase in the computational time is still open. In addition,
we are not able to explain why the improvement in Table II
somewhat increases with k for some data sets and decreases for
others, which is probably due to the peculiarity of the specific
data sets.

The other experiments were carried to test the SI of MDAV
and IAMAT. Therefore, they have been scored with respect to
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TABLE III
SCORING MDAV AND IAMAT WITH RESPECT TO GIL AND GDR BY COMPUTING THE INDEX SI, FOR k = 3, 4, AND 5,

BY USING THE CENSUS DATA SET AND THE SIMULATED UNIFORMLY AND NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED DATA SETS

the SI index on the simulated data and the Census8 data sets,
which contains the following seven key variables:

1) FEDTAX;
2) AFNLWGT;
3) AGI;
4) EMCONTRB;
5) PTOTVAL;
6) TAXING;
7) STATETTAX.

Table III displays the SI for the MDAV and IAMAT methods
for various values of k, which was set to be either 3, 4, or
5 based on the accepted requirements in [25], [55], and [62].
Based on (6), the GIL was computed by averaging the values of
M1–M5. In general, the value of GIL is “directly” proportional
to the number of records per group k. Therefore, in the Census
data set, the best value of GIL for IAMAT was obtained when
k = 3 and was equal to 22.15%, whereas the best value of GIL

for MDAV was 28.61% when k = 3. In terms of the simulated
data sets (and in general), the value of GIL for IAMAT is
less than half the value that was obtained using MDAV (i.e.,
the value of GIL for IAMAT in the uniform data set and
when k = 3 was 37.82%, whereas it was equal to 115.43% for
MDAV). Clearly, the IAMAT method more efficiently preserves
data utility than the state of the art, i.e., MDAV. The table
also shows a comparison of GDR (which estimates the risk of
the data being disclosed) using the RLD and ID techniques.
The superiority of IAMAT is clear. Furthermore, generally
speaking, the results show that estimating the risk of disclosing
the secure information using the RLD method falls inversely
“proportional” to the number of records per group k.

Finally, the SI value was computed for each MAT based
on (8). Observe that a lower score value implies a superior
performance. In the table, we see that the IAMAT technique
has, almost consistently, better performance index than MDAV
based on not only the GIL perspective but also the perspective
of a combination of the GIL and GDR for different values of k.

8Scoring them against the Tarragona data set is meaningless, because the
latter data set does not contain the so-called key variables.

Fig. 1. Effect of invoking MDAV and IAMAT on the GIL and GDR indices
when k = 3, 4, and 5 for the Census data set.

Thus, for example, in the Census data set, the IAMAT method
scores a minimum value of 30.58 when k = 3, 34.66 when
k = 4, and 36.98% when k = 5. In addition, IAMAT scores
almost half the SI value, which was obtained by MDAV by
using the simulated uniform and normal data sets.

To investigate how IAMAT and MDAV compare with respect
to “all” the factors, in Fig. 1, we have plotted GIL versus
GDR for the Census data set for both schemes. This figure
presents sets of paired values of GIL and GDR for the respective
algorithm for different values of k, which range from 3 to 5.
Based on the curve, IAMAT is shown to optimize these conflict-
ing criteria in a superior way than the state-of-the-art MADV
method, because as the value of k increases, the increase in GIL

does not affect the value of GDR in the IAMAT compared to the
case of MDAV.

We also undertook a comprehensive evaluation of the perfor-
mance of the IAMAT scheme to investigate the scalability of
the technique with respect to the cardinality of the data set, its
dimensionality, and the number of records per group. Although
the details of these results are omitted here for brevity,9 more
detailed results of every one of these scenarios are found in

9These results were presented in a concise manner as per recommendation.
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Fig. 2. Improvement of IAMAT in reducing the percentage value of the IL as a function of the cardinality of the data set for (left) normally and (right) uniformly
distributed data. In both cases, k = 3.

Fig. 3. Improvement of IAMAT in reducing the percentage value of the IL as a function of the dimension of the data set for (left) normally and (right) uniformly
distributed data. In both cases, k = 3, and n = 10 000.

[33]. In summary, with respect to the scalability of IAMAT
with respect to cardinality, it is fair to state that IAMAT
was superior to MDAV in every single case. For example,
the percentage of improvement that was achieved by invoking
IAMAT in the IL (when the value of k was set to 3) ranged
from 10.02% to 11.25% for the normal distribution and from
10.47% to 11.28% for the uniform distribution. Furthermore, in
general, increasing the size of the data set tends to minimize the
IL value, with the IAMAT being always the superior scheme,
as shown in Fig. 2. With respect to the scalability of IAMAT
with respect to dimensionality, as expected, increasing the
dimensionality implies increasing the loss in data utility. Again,
IAMAT was superior, and the highest percentage of the im-
provement in the IL was about 10% for both the uniform
and normal distributions. Fig. 3 shows that both the IAMAT
and MDAV schemes have similar trends for the IL i.e., they
are almost proportional to the dimension of the variables in
the microaggregation process for both distributions. Finally,
with respect to the scalability of IAMAT with respect to
the number of records per group, IAMAT was always the
superior method, where the reduction in the IL reached 12.74%
for the normal distribution when the group size was 5 and
12.31% for the uniform distribution when the group size was 4.
Fig. 4 shows that both schemes possess similar trends for the
IL as a function of the group size and that the value of the IL is
proportional to the number of records per group.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have considered the problem of achieving
microaggregation in secure statistical databases. The novelty
of our method involves enhancing the primitive MAT, which
merely incorporates proximity information. The state-of-the-art
MAT recursively reduces the size of the data set by excluding
points that were farthest from the centroid and points that were
closest to these farthest points. Thus, although the state-of-
the-art method was extremely effective, we have argued that
it uses only the proximity information and ignores the mutual
interaction between the records. In this paper, we have proven
that interrecord relationships can be quantified in terms of two
entities, i.e., their “association” and “interaction,” which can be
measured by invoking transitive-closure-like operations, and by
mapping the problem into a neural setting using ACNN. By re-
peatedly invoking the interrecord associations and interactions,
we have shown that the records can be grouped into sizes of
cardinality “k.” Our experimental results, which were done on
artificial data and on the benchmark data sets for real-life data,
demonstrate that the newly proposed method is superior to the
state of the art by as much as 13%.

By defining a score SI as a composite measure that involves
the IL and the DR, it has been shown that the proposed strategy
also obtains a minimum score value compared to the MDAV
method. This result indicates that the IAMAT technique is,
probably, the best MAT based on not only the IL perspective
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Fig. 4. Improvement of IAMAT in reducing the percentage value of the IL as a function of the number of records per group for (left) normally and
(right) uniformly distributed data. In both cases, n = 10 000, and d = 10.

but also the viewpoint of a measure, i.e., as a combination of
the IL and DR.

We foresee two avenues for future work: 1) extending
IAMAT toward data-oriented microaggregation, where the
group size ni satisfies k ≤ ni < 2k, and 2) investigating the
effect of having a dynamic value of α on the compactness of
each group and on the value of the IL.
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